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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44389 @ www.smallformfactors.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

Eurotech’s Catalyst Module LP delivers the latest technolo-
gies for the Intel® Atom™ platform in the popular Catalyst 
form factor. The Catalyst Module LP is based on the Intel 
Atom N450, D410, and D510 processors, which offer both 
single-core and dual-core capabilities and the Intel ICH8M 
companion chip. This latest chipset from Intel offers a 
graphics engine up to 400MHz, high-speed I/O, and hyper-
threading capabilities.  

This combination of technologies makes the Catalyst 
Module LP a powerful embedded module that leverages 
the processor capabilities to offer a feature-dense embed-
ded solution in the same fanless 67 x 100mm form factor 
that makes the Eurotech Catalyst product family so power-
ful. With a common footprint, the Catalyst Module LP sys-
tem is easily scalable and allows existing Catalyst Module 
customers to migrate to the new Intel Atom N450, D410, 
or D510 processors in a straightforward, simplifi ed way.

COM/SOM

Catalyst Module LP

High-speed communication and I/O capabilities include  ›
Gigabit Ethernet, USB 2.0, PCI Express, and much more
High-performance graphics including VGA displays, LVDS video,  ›
and HD audio
Memory options up to 2GB of DDR2, SATA, SD/MMC, and Flash ›
Operating system choices for Wind River Linux, Windows Embedded  ›
Standard, and Windows CE 6.0
Drop-in replacement for the original, standard temperature range  ›
Catalyst Module from Eurotech

FEATURES
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EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

Eurotech’s Catalyst Module XL leverages the power of the 
Intel® Atom™ Z5xx processor to deliver an industrial-grade, 
high-performance, and low-power solution.

Measuring only 67 x 100mm, the Catalyst Module XL offers 
the full suite of I/O and multimedia capabilities of the Atom 
processor while consuming under 3W of power and gen-
erating very low heat, eliminating the need for fans and 
heat sinks even with the most intensive computations and 
processes. These qualities make the Catalyst Module XL 
attractive for enclosed, space-constrained devices with 
little ventilation where heat and power dissipation are 
critical and industrial temperature ranges are necessary.

The carrier board’s two-card design offers fl exibility, start-
ing with either a standard carrier board or a custom design 
to meet unique requirements for greater differentiation 
against the competition and quick time-to-market.

COM/SOM

Catalyst Module XL

Low-power design with less than 3W in typical applications thanks  ›
to the Eurotech microcontroller-based power management system
Dual independent displays, LVDS up to 1366 x 768, SDVO up to  ›
1280 x 1024, HD audio, and codecs for MPEG-4/2/1, H.264, and DivX
Communication capabilities include SD/MMC slots, USB 2.0 ports,  ›
dual PATA ports, Gigabit Ethernet, CAN, Mini PCI, and more
Operating system choices for Wind River Linux, Windows Embedded  ›
Standard, and Windows CE 6.0
Drop-in replacement for the original, standard temperature range  ›
Catalyst Module from Eurotech

FEATURES


